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Learning Objectives
•

Upon successful completion of this training course you will be
able to:
 Understand the components of good corrective and

preventive action.
 Differentiate between containment actions and root cause analysis.
 Prioritize root cause analysis for corrective and preventive action

based on risk.
 Create meaningful problem statements.

 Select and use tools to investigate true root causes of problems.
 Select and use tools to evaluate and prioritize solutions.
 Evaluate effectiveness, suitability and adaptability of implemented

solutions for corrective and preventive actions.

Root Cause Analysis
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Introductions
• Please introduce yourself
• What do you do in your organization?
• How long have you worked there?
• What are your expectations for today?

Root Cause Analysis
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The Improvement System
• Corrective Action (CA) and Preventive Action (PA) are
key components of maintaining and improving
performance effectiveness.

• This element of your Quality Management System, if
executed consistently and well, provides the greatest
return on your investment.
• Effective Improvement means finding the root causes
of actual and potential problems and developing
permanent solutions.

Root Cause Analysis
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Why are CA & PA important?
The Rule of 10’s
Where Defects
Found:

Own Process

Next Process

• Very minor

• Minor delay

End of Line

Final Check

End User

Relative Cost
to the
Company

Impact to the
Company

• Rework
• Reschedule
work

• Significant
• Warranty
rework/re-do
cost
• Delay in
delivery
• Additional
checking

• Admin. cost
• Loss of
reputation
• Loss of
market

Root Cause Analysis
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Typical Improvement System Problems
•

Misunderstand difference between CA and PA

•

Procedures do not adequately define the process

•

Lack of an integrated approach
 One person “fixes” each problem
 No or little consideration of involving others or affect on others

•

No verification of effectiveness of solutions, especially long-term

•

No follow-up method to ensure closure or follow-up is ineffective

•

No escalation policy or process (for lack of response, disputes, etc.)

•

No analysis of trends or use of available data

•

Do not use good root cause analysis

•

Limited to ‘product’ problems &/or audit findings

Root Cause Analysis
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Characteristics of Effective Improvement Systems
• Strong management support & demonstrated use of the
Improvement system
• CA and PA performance regularly reported & is very visible
(both successes and failures)
• Excellent tracking system — diligently used!

• Widespread knowledge & use of problem-solving skills
• Not just a “quality” responsibility — all staff uses it
• Screening process that uses limited resources wisely
• Improvement results link to organizational goals

• Solutions are permanent, accepted, effective and efficient

Root Cause Analysis
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Corrective Action versus
Preventive Action

Root Cause Analysis
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Timeline of Corrective & Preventive Action

Past

Present

Future

CA: Cause
Occurs

Problem
Discovered

Effects
Contained

Problem
Prevented from
Recurring

PA: Risk Assessment,
Monitoring &
Measurement,
Data Analysis…

Potential
Problem
Identified

Contingency
Actions
Taken

Problem
Prevented from
Occurring

Root Cause Analysis

When a potential cause cannot be prevented from occurring, a typical approach is to try to reduce
the severity of the effects…this is where contingency actions are appropriate.
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ISO 9000:2015 Definitions
• Correction
action to eliminate a detected nonconformity
• Corrective Action
action to eliminate the cause of a nonconformity and to
prevent recurrence
• Preventive Action
action to eliminate the cause of a potential
nonconformity or other potential undesirable situation

Root Cause Analysis

Source: ISO 9000:2015 Quality management systems — Fundamentals and vocabulary
Notes to these definitions include the explanation that there can be more than one cause, and the
contrast of prevention of recurrence for CA with that of occurrence for PA.
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The Corrective Action Process

Root Cause Analysis

We will focus Root Cause Analysis tools for taking Corrective Action on problems that have
actually occurred.
These tools can equally be used for Preventive Action to analyze potential causes of problems that
have not yet occurred.
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2 Stages to Effective Corrective Action
Stage 1

Take immediate action to address the problem
symptom and contain its effects

Stage 2

Evaluate the root cause(s) of the problem to
determine proper long-term solution

Root Cause Analysis

In Stage 1, we’re often dealing with the obvious “red flag” issue, whose effects are a symptom of
the failure mode.
In Stage 2, the less obvious underlying process/systems issues emerge as we investigate.
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CA Process Steps
Immediate Action

Stage 1

Remedial Action

Interim Action

Further Action?

Find Root Cause
Stage 2
Implement Permanent Fix
Root Cause Analysis
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Stage 1 Corrective Action

Root Cause Analysis
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Step 1
Take Immediate Action

Stage 1

Put out the fire
 Take responsibility
 Take action to stop any further problems

 Fix the symptom

Root Cause Analysis

Some Guidelines for Immediate Action:
• First person to discover problem “owns” the problem.
• This “owner” is responsible for performing Step 2 or escalating the problem to the appropriate

person.
• This first person owns the problem until the appropriate person “accepts” the problem.

Management support of this culture is essential.
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Step 2
Take Remedial Action

Stage 1

Put out any other blazes caused by 1st fire
 Look back to assess damage done, find

other affected items
 Determine whether rework or recall

is needed

Root Cause Analysis

Containment Considerations:
Internally, evaluate impact on upstream and downstream work areas, test and inspection areas,
packaging, outsourced processes, hub sites, finished goods inventory, etc.
Externally, evaluate whether product has shipped, whether it is in transport, in the customer’s
facility, at a distributor, in the End User’s hands, etc.
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Step 3
Take Interim Action

Stage 1

Make sure the fire doesn’t reignite
 Put temporary controls in place
 Don’t let problem get worse or expand.
 Determine short-term, temporary fixes needed

until permanent fix can be implemented

Root Cause Analysis

If containment requires interim actions, consider as before, internal and external suppliers,
customers and partners, and the effects and consequences of the failure on their processes and
products.
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Short-Term Fixes
•

Easier to find symptoms than root cause(s)

•

Must be painfully honest; otherwise just applying a band-aid

•

If get at root cause, can fix it once and for all

BUT, it’s difficult & it takes resources!

Attraction of the Band-aid Approach
•

Tendency to make problems “go away”

•

Easier to solve — initially
 Emotional reaction versus analytic — “make this go away right now!”
 Fixes symptom but not system

Root Cause Analysis
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Prioritizing Issues

Root Cause Analysis
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Identifying Problems
• Problems can be identified in many ways. You may
need to address a specific problem, or take a broader
look. Some typical sources for problems are:
 Surveys
 Complaints
 Benchmarking
 Focus Groups
 Process and/or Product Measurements
 Internal Audits
 Self-assessments

 Corrective and Preventive Actions

Root Cause Analysis
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What Initiates a Corrective Action?
• A single major failure incident occurs for a product,
service &/or process
• Aggregated discrepancy data indicates a major
problem category
─ product test/inspection failures
─ warranty returns

─ process/machine failures
─ installation/service issues

─ customer complaints, etc.

• A customer request for Corrective Action is received
• External/internal audit results in a Finding of
Nonconformance &/or Noncompliance
Root Cause Analysis

Initiation of a Preventive Action Project is similar, with the difference that the issue is a potential
problem, i.e. it has not yet occurred. Data analysis may indicate an undesirable trend, risk
assessment may result in the identification of potential issues, an auditor may give Observations,
etc.
An organization’s system for Improvement could also encompass Lean and Six Sigma projects.
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Brainstorming
• Brainstorming is another way to identify problems.
• It is an unrestrained process for offering ideas or
suggestions by all members of a group.
• Brainstorming is “synergistic” — it produces a greater
total effect than that which can be produced by
individual effort.
• Brainstorming uses two types of thought processes:
 Divergence
 Convergence

Root Cause Analysis
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Brainstorming
With Brainstorming, our goal is to use divergence to:
 Generate an extensive number of ideas
 Create an atmosphere of openness and creativity

 Ensure all team members contribute
 Ensure nothing is overlooked
Divergence

Convergence

Root Cause Analysis
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Brainstorming Ground Rules
Because divergence can be difficult, we need to follow
some ground rules. They are:
 Do not evaluate or criticize

 List all ideas
 Do not discuss
 Repetitions are okay
 Questions for clarification are okay

Root Cause Analysis
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Brainstorming Guidelines
Even if all participants have brainstormed before, it’s a
good idea to go over the process:
1. Frame an open-ended question about the topic

2. Make sure all members understand the question
3. Review and post the ground rules
4. Before starting, give two to three minutes to jot down ideas
5. Have a person recording ideas; keep them visible
6. Take turns; say “pass” or use the “popcorn” method

Root Cause Analysis
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BRAINSTORMING
Worksheet
Instructions: Record ideas on this sheet as they pop into
your mind.

Guidelines
◼ Do not evaluate or criticize
◼ List all ideas
◼ Do not discuss
◼ Repetitions are okay
◼ Clarification questions are okay

The ETI Group © 2020

Hints
◼ Use opposites
◼ Use radical ideas
◼ Visualize the process
◼ Think of five senses
◼ Piggy-back on other ideas

32

Prioritizing Issues for Stage 2 CA
Why is it important?
• Finding true “root cause” and making permanent
corrections to a system is not easy
• It requires resources (people, time, money); need to
make best use of limited resources
• If we do well in determining seriousness of problem and
assessing risks, we’ll be more likely to attack problems
that yield the biggest return
External (customer) complaints or reports of problems in
the field require more urgency — be wary of dismissing
customer issues or external failures!
Root Cause Analysis
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Roadblocks to Problem Solving
• Lack of time &/or resources
• Lack of problem ownership
• Beginning with a solution already in mind
• Errors/Rework as a way of life
• Ignorance of the importance of problems
• Protection of status quo
• Poor balance between schedule, cost, and quality
• Holding positions instead of exploring issues

• Fear of making a mistake
Root Cause Analysis

Common attitudes toward problems:
• A problem is a burden.
• Ignore it & hope the problem goes away.
• A problem is an opportunity.
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Prioritizing Problems
• Many times you will have more problems identified
than there are resources to commit to them.
• After Brainstorming, you may be able to reduce the list
by eliminating duplications or combining similar ideas.
• Even then, you will probably need to set some
priorities.

Root Cause Analysis
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Multivoting
• When you have a long list, a good first step is to
narrow it by having members vote on the items.
• Give each member of the team a certain number of
votes (5–10 depending on list length).
 Members use their votes for those items they feel would

bring the most benefit to the organization.
 Members vote individually, then tally the results as a team.

 The ten (or so) items with the most votes are selected for

prioritization.

Root Cause Analysis
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How to Prioritize
• Develop and agree to a process to follow
• Develop criteria for making decisions
• Ensure all understand and agree with criteria
• Possible Criteria (ISO 9004:2009 recommendations)
 Operating costs
 Costs of nonconformance
 Performance
 Dependability
 Safety

 Customer satisfaction
See also alternate criteria in Appendix
Root Cause Analysis

Corrective Action Groups (aka Material Review Boards) can be helpful for prioritizing problems
that require Stage 2 Corrective Action.
• Include representatives from appropriate functions (e.g., Design, Operations, Purchasing,
Quality, Field &/or Customer Service)
• Jointly analyze data to select vital few
• Ensure problem statement is clear & accurate
• Assign responsibility for determining remedy
• Meet regularly to review new issues & progress on existing issues
• Logistics:

- Group Leader sends agenda ahead of meeting
- Members review database ahead of meeting
- Use tracking system
- Keep minutes of meeting & decisions made

The ETI Group © 2020
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Prioritizing Issues — Impact Changeability Analysis
Impact Changeability Analysis is a good way to achieve
group consensus on priorities.
Its goals are to:
 Consider problems/opportunities by degree of impact and

ease of changeability.
 Prioritize and select problems/opportunities for further

analysis.

Root Cause Analysis

Consensus is often preferred because voting can overlook a potentially valuable minority opinion
and/or create opposition.
Think of Impact Changeability Analysis as a starting point: because of urgent needs, a lower
priority item may need to be started sooner.
Note that the considerations shown on both axes of the Impact Changeability plot can be related to
risks and benefits.
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Decision making levels
required
Complexity of investigation
Estimated time to solve
Ability to measure
Resource requirements
Frequency of problem

Changeability

Impact Changeability Analysis
Worksheet

Little or No Effort =
3

Moderate Effort =
2

Difficult = 1

The ETI Group © 2020

Considerable Impact = 3

Some Impact = 2

Safety
Quality
Customer satisfaction
Regulatory
Compliance
Employee morale
Supplier relations
Costs (time, material,
labor, etc.)

Little Impact = 1

Impact
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Ground Rules for Consensus
• As with the previous group processes, reviewing ground
rules before beginning will improve the results. Consensus
ground rules are to:


Listen. Pay attention to others.



Encourage participation of all members.



Share information.



Avoid changing your position only to reach agreement.



Don’t bargain or trade support.



Avoid arguing blindly for your own views.



Avoid conflict-reducing methods such as voting or coin tossing.



Seek out differences of opinion.



Discuss underlying assumptions.



Create a solution that can be supported.



Seek a win-win solution.

Root Cause Analysis
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Impact Changeability Analysis
A small group (5–8 people) works best with Impact
Changeability Analysis. Participants should be familiar
with the identified problems and have the authority to set
priorities. Steps are to:
1. Review/modify the impact and changeability dimensions.
2. Rank each idea by consensus on impact and changeability
using the following scales:
3. If this problem were eliminated, what impact would it have?
(1=little impact, 2=some impact, 3=considerable impact)
4. How difficult will it be to change?
(1=difficult, 2=moderate effort, 3=little or no effort)
5. Use the Priority chart to label the relative priority of each item.
6. Consider the rankings and make final selections.
Root Cause Analysis

This tool could also be used for preventive actions, with the exception that prioritization would need to
consider the likelihood of occurrence rather than frequency of occurrence.
As with any group process, reviewing ground rules before beginning will improve the results.
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Changeability

Impact Changeability Priorities

Priority

Little or No Effort = 3







Moderate Effort = 2







Difficult = 1
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Considerable Impact = 3

Some Impact = 2

Little Impact = 1

Impact
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Stage 2 Corrective Action

Root Cause Analysis
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Step 4
Determine the Root Cause

Stage 2

Find out why the fire started in the first place
• “Formal” corrective action system; structured problem
solving

• Goal: find & eliminate the root cause of the problem in
the process/system
• Develop a solution and test it.

• VERIFY the solution worked!

Root Cause Analysis
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Problem Solving Approaches

Root Cause Analysis
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Problems – Problems – Problems!

Are all problems created equal?

NO!
They vary in degrees of difficulty, complexity,
urgency, scope and size.

• Little problems — “Ankle Biters”
• Medium problems — “Darn It”
• Whoppers — “Oh my!”
Root Cause Analysis
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Structured Problem-Solving
•

As many methods as there are stars in the sky!

•

Commonly used approaches:
 Plan-Do-Check-Act
 Ford 8-D method
 Six Sigma DMAIC

•

Best Practice
 Have a formal method for solving larger problems

 Teach simple problem analysis & solution methods to everyone

•

Choose methods that fit the organization, train people in their use
and stick with them!

Root Cause Analysis

An effective approach is to provide training on problem solving tools “real time” as they are
applied to actual issues.
As needed, advanced tools (such as Design of Experiments) can be taught to key people who can
then “consult” to individuals and teams in the organization.
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Plan-Do-Check-Act Cycle
Plan

Act

PDCA
Shewhart/Deming
1930’s

Do

Check

Root Cause Analysis

PDCA is the oldest improvement cycle aimed at manufacturing, business and service processes. It
was developed in the 1930’s by Walter Shewhart and popularized by W. Edwards Deming.
Deming later added “Study” as an alternative to the “Check” phase.
Plan
Define the problem to be solved, collect and analyze data on the current process,
brainstorm possible causes of the problem.
Do
Brainstorm possible solutions, select the most likely solution, pilot the solution.
Check
Analyze the results to see if the problem is solved.
Act
Depending on the result of the Check step, either implement the successfully piloted solution, or
abandon the unsuccessfully piloted solution and start the cycle over again. Also, look for other
applications for the solution.

The ETI Group © 2020
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Ford 8 Discipline (8-D) Method
The Ford Motor Company uses The Eight Disciplines as a problem solving process, a Standard, and
a reporting format for corrective action. It is used when the cause of a problem is unknown. The
Eight Disciplines are followed in order and consist of:
D 1: Establish the Team
A team is formed containing 4 to 10 people with the process/product knowledge, allocated time,
authority, and skill in the required technical disciplines. The team must also have a designated
champion.
D 2: Describe the Problem
The internal/external customer problem is specified by describing in quantifiable terms who, what,
when, where, why, how and how many.

D 3: Develop Interim (Containment) Action
Containment actions are developed and implemented to isolate any internal/external customers from
the effects of the problem until corrective action is implemented. Effectiveness of the interim action
is verified.
D 4: Define and Verify Root Cause and Escape Point
All potential causes that could explain why the problem occurred are identified. The team also
determines how and at what point in the system the problem “escaped” to the customer. The root
cause is isolated and verified by testing each potential cause against the problem description and test
data. Alternative corrective actions are identified for eliminating the root cause.
D 5: Choose and Verify Permanent Corrective Actions for Root Cause and Escape Point
Preproduction test programs are used to quantitatively confirm that the selected corrective actions
will resolve the problem for the customer, and will not cause undesirable side effects. Contingency
actions, if necessary, are defined based on risk assessment.
D 6: Implement and Validate Permanent Corrective Actions
Action plans are used for successful implementation of corrective actions. Ongoing controls are
established to validate the effectiveness of the corrective action for the customer.
D 7: Prevent Recurrence
Management and operating systems, practices, and procedures are modified to prevent recurrence of
the problem and all similar problems.
D 8: Recognize Team and Individual Contributions
The collective efforts of the team are recognized and the significance and value of the solution is
acknowledged. Knowledge gained during the process is documented and shared.

The ETI Group © 2020
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Six Sigma DMAIC Cycle
Define

Project selection
Project charter
Process identification (SIPOC)

Measure

Map current-state process
Measurement systems capability
Collect data on current-state process
Establish baselines

Analyze

Y’s as functions of available X’s
Root cause
Further data collection, DOE

Improve

Develop future-state process
Communicate and evaluate
Implement

Control

Update control plan
Monitor future-state process
Project wrap-up

Began in the 1980’s at Motorola; GE’s successes were widely publicized. Today is most
widely used method for process improvement.
Define, Measure and Analyze combined are equivalent to PDCA Plan.
Improve is equivalent to PDCA Do, Check and Act combined.
Control is added to make sure the gains from a successful solution are sustained.
The ETI Group © 2020
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Project Planning

Root Cause Analysis
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Assignment of Responsibility
• Decide three issues
 How many people should be involved?
✓

Information

✓

Expertise

✓

Resources

 How many other departments & which ones?
✓

Might also be other organizations (suppliers, customers)

 How complex or simple is this problem?

• Always want to assign to lowest level possible that can
solve the problem

Root Cause Analysis
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Assignment Decision
Best Use of People
Single Person
• Clear solution
• Person has expertise
• Relatively routine issue

• Need fast action
• Very little / no impact on others
• No interdependency with other
problems

Intra-group Team
• Problem causes likely exist
within Group’s area of control
• Group possesses expertise &
information
• Resources needed are minimal
& available
• Low impact on others

Inter-group Team
• Problem causes likely are
difficult to find & might be
anywhere in process
• Need expertise & information
beyond control of one group
• Resources needed are larger &
controlled by different
managers

• Low interdependency with other
problems

• Impact on others is larger

• Political consequences minimal

• High interdependency with
other problems
• Political consequences need to
be considered

 Communicate expectations clearly

 Review progress regularly

 Act quickly on recommendations

 Keep others informed

Root Cause Analysis
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Problem Statements

ABC
ABC

Root Cause Analysis
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Structure of a Problem

Performance
Change

Can do this every time

Should
Deviation
Actual

Search for a cause
entails a search for
a specific change

Can be measured

Root Cause Analysis

Sketch a similar model for the structure of an Opportunity:
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Problem Statements
WHAT:

Is happening?
Should be happening?
Is Involved? (Processes, Equipment, etc.)
Desired Future

WHO:

Is Generating the Problem?
Is Affected by the Problem?

WHERE: Is it Happening?

Current
Reality

WHEN:

Is it Happening?
(Time of Day, Part of Process, How Often)

HOW:

Serious is it? (Widespread, Costly, Painful)

Root Cause Analysis

A good problem statement will answer the questions above in quantifiable detail.
“Who” is not meant to be a person’s name, but rather a work area, customer segment, etc.
Robert Fritz, M. D. originated the model of Current Reality, Creative Tension and Desired Future.
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Problem
Statement
Criteria

Some things to remember when writing
problem statements:

A. State the Effect

State what is wrong, not why it is wrong.
Avoid “due to” or “because of” statements
because they imply a solution.

B. Be Specific

General categories like “morale,”
“productivity,” “communication” and
“training” tend to have a different meaning in
each person’s mind. Clarification is necessary
to help everyone narrow the category to a
specific aspect of the problem.

C. Make It
Measurable

Say how often, how much, when. (Giving
measurement method and units of measure
may also be helpful.)

D. Use Positive
Statements

Avoid “lack of” statements (e.g. not enough,
we need, we should). These negative terms
usually imply solutions. Also, do not state
problems as questions, as you will imply that
the answer to the question is the solution.

E. Focus on
the Gap

The gap is the change or deviation from the
norm, standard or the reasonable expectation.

F. Focus on the
Pain

Highlight how people are affected; describe
the consequences and the areas of discomfort,
hurt or annoyance.

The ETI Group © 2020
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Problem Statement — Template Aid
occurred
(what?)

affecting
(who, where?)

during
(how much?)

It should be

.
(when?)

. The consequence is __________________________ .
(target, goal?)

(pain, how things are affected)

Root Cause Analysis
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Problem Statement — Evaluation Aid
Problem Statement Evaluation Matrix
Problem
Statement

(A)

(B)

(C)

States the Is specific:
Is
effect, not who, what,
measurable.
the cause. when, where,
but not why
(avoids broad
categories).

(D)

Is stated in a
positive
manner
(avoids blame,
opinions).

(E)

Focuses on
gap: what is
vs what
should be.

(F)

Describes the
pain
(consequence to
the customer,
organization,
employees, etc.).

Use this tool after you have developed the statement. A problem statement does not need to meet all
six criteria but the more information that is provided, the clearer the problem will be.

Root Cause Analysis
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Evaluate the following sample problem statements:

Problem Statement Evaluation Aid
Problem Statement
(A)
(Who, what, when, where, but not
States
why)
effect, not
cause

(B)
Specific:
who, what,
when,
where, not
why

(C)
Measureable

(D)
Stated in a
positive
manner

(E)

(F)

Focuses on Describes
gap: is vs
the pain
should be

1. Hand cuts to hourly
workers during hand deburr
operations on fuel tanks in
process assembly increased
from 26 to 172 in August,
20XX. The goal is no more
than 10 per month.
2. There was an overrun in
the Development &
Maintenance budget.
3. Twenty percent of initial
resumes sent to clients were
rejected in the first quarter of
20XX.
4. Fifteen percent of the
Manufacturing clients were
required to wait more than 3
days for a proposal
response in the first quarter
of 20XX. Sales reps need to
complete their order entry
faster.
5. Manufacturing rejected
75% of subassembly kits
back to Material Control
during the first 6 months of
this year (for no legitimate
reason either).
6. Time to market for the
initial release of the Bantha
product line was 3 months
longer than projected which
resulted in a loss of $3 MM
in revenue.
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Root Cause Analysis Tools
E

Root Cause Analysis
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Root Cause
Original reason for nonconformance within a process.
When the root cause is removed or corrected, the
nonconformance will be eliminated.

Root Cause Analysis
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Investigating Root Causes
• Teams often run the risk of jumping straight from
problem definition to solution. Unfortunately, what gets
treated is usually the symptom and not the root cause
of the problem.
 The symptom is the outward indication of a problem, and is

usually easier to spot.
 The root cause is the underlying system breakdown or

inadequacy that allowed the problem to happen.

Root Cause Analysis
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Investigating Root Causes
• If the symptom only is treated (a “band aid” fix), the
problem will reoccur.
• To complicate the issue, there could be multiple root
causes; some may be temporary while others are
permanent.
• Usually, systemic problems have a primary (most
deeply rooted) cause.
• The challenge during the Plan phase is to take the
time to look deeper than the obvious.

Root Cause Analysis
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Simple Tools
•

Problem Statement

•

SIPOC

•

Brainstorming

•

Process Definition, Mapping, Analysis

•

Check Sheets

•

5 Why’s

•

Cause & Effect Diagram

•

Pareto Analysis

•

FMEA/Fault Tree Analysis

•

Affinity Analysis

These tools can be used informally
for day-to-day issues as well as for
formal Corrective/Preventive Actions.

Root Cause Analysis

The tools above can also be applied to potential problems (preventive actions).
Brainstorming and the related tool of Affinity Analysis are helpful at any point where ideas are
needed— whether in identifying problems, generating possible root causes, coming up with
possible solutions, imagining potential risks or obstacles to a solution, etc.
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Process Definition (SIPOC)
External
Suppliers

Not mutually exclusive

External
Customers

Organization
Target Process
Internal
Suppliers

Inputs

Outputs

Internal
Customers

Root Cause Analysis

SIPOC is a tool used in both Lean and Six Sigma to define a process prior to detailed mapping.
Being clear on Suppliers and Customers, and the boundaries of the process is essential before
beginning a detailed process map.
If the terms “internal suppliers and customers” are confusing, these roles could be described as
“internal providers and receivers.”
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Process Mapping and Analysis
• Detailed process maps using a variety of formats can
highlight problem areas:
 Functional
 Geographic
 Information Flow

• Various techniques for process analysis may also be
helpful in determining solutions:
 Value Assessment
 Standardizing
 Early Control (moving inspection points forward)
 Mistake-Proofing
 Analyzing Inputs
Root Cause Analysis

Having a detailed map of the process that led up to a particular process/product problem is an
important part of root cause analysis.
Often, the types of flow charts/maps created for quality system documentation purposes will not
have enough detail (for good reason!) to aid in deep root cause analysis.
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Check Sheets
• Check Sheets are used to gather data on how often
and when certain things happen.
• They are useful in problem solving because they can
detect patterns and validate (or not) peoples’ “gut
feelings” for when and why things happen.

Root Cause Analysis

Consider whether data can be gathered from “mining” existing records.
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Problems with Meetings
Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.

Total

People Late

III

II

I

II

I

9

People absent

IIII

I

II

7

I

4

II

16

Wrong attendees

I

No agenda

III

IIII

No refreshments

II

I

No decision made

I

Got off track

II

Total

16

II

III

IIII

3
4

I

II

III

II

I

II

10

11

9

9

8

53

Root Cause Analysis

A check sheet can be a simple paper and pencil tool, a standard form or computer spread sheet.
Steps in creating the check sheet are:
• Make a list of events that you want to study; write these in the horizontal rows.
• Set up the vertical columns as appropriate for occurrences. They may be times (dates, days
of the week, hours, months), or some other category like supplier name, material type,
machine number, etc.
• Collect data on the form by entering a tally or check mark whenever that type of event
occurs.
• Make decisions based on the data. Look for trends and patterns.
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Location Check Sheets
• Sometimes we need to know where a problem is
happening, rather than the what and when tracked on
a row and column format.
 In these cases, we use a picture or map of the product or area

of interest.
 Defects/occurrences are marked on the picture corresponding

to the location where they were observed.
 Over time, the location of problems may show a pattern that

sheds some light on the cause or helps identify possible
preventive actions.

Root Cause Analysis
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Location Check Sheet for Order Entry Errors
Outside
Sales Rep

Inside Sales

Order Entry Prod. Control

X

X XX X

XXX

X

Root Cause Analysis

Location Check Sheet for Product Defects

XX
XX
XX XX
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The 5 Why’s
• The “5 Why’s” is an easy-to-use verbal technique that
can be effective for getting at hidden causes of
problems.

• By asking “Why?” five times (more or less), you will
often get through to the root cause of the problem.

Root Cause Analysis
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The 5 Why’s — Example 1
Scenario: Parts are failing at Final Inspection.
1. WHY are parts failing?
Part marking does not match print: customer part ID is missing.

2. WHY is the customer part ID missing?
The old stencil with just the internal part ID was used.

3. WHY was the old stencil used?
It was what has always been used and was in the marking bin
location for that job.
4. WHY was the old stencil there and not the new one?
The new print was uploaded properly when the order was taken,
but no one remembered to tell Production to make a new stencil.
5. WHY did no one remember?
The order review checklist does not include evaluation of needed
production changes like new stencils, tools, etc.
Solution: Have a cross-functional group evaluate and revise the
order review checklist to prevent future errors.
Root Cause Analysis
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THE 5 WHY’S
Example 2
Narrator:

An internal audit finding states that orange tape was being used
to identify a defective part instead of the red tape specified in
the documented procedure. After immediate action is taken (red
paper tags instead of orange tape), the interviewer digs deeper.

Interviewer:

Why was orange tape being used? (#1)

Production Staff:

We ran out of red tape and our supervisor held a meeting and
told us to use the orange tape for now.

Narrator:

Interviewer goes to the Store Room next. (Another path will be
to pursue why the supervisor didn’t use the documented
Deviation procedure.)

Interviewer:

Why did we run out of red tape? (#2)

Stores Staff:

I guess someone forgot to put in an order for more. Jeannie, our
supervisor, has been on vacation.

Narrator:

Rather than pursue the issue of forgetfulness, the interviewer
goes to Purchasing and explains the situation and asks a logical
question based on knowledge of the system.

Interviewer:

Should red tape be a Safety Stock item? (#3)

Purchasing Agent: Yes, that makes sense, let’s check (brings up appropriate
screen). Hmmm, looks like it isn’t set up.
Interviewer:

Why is that? (#4)

Purchasing Agent : You know, we’ve been buying this stuff forever and Jeannie
always orders it; we’ve never run out before.
Interviewer:

The Store Room staff mentioned that Jeannie has been on
vacation. Looks like we need to establish a Safety Stock
quantity for red tape.
How can we prevent this problem from happening on something
else? (#5)

Purchasing Agent: Well, whether something should be on Safety Stock is a
question on our new checklist for new part number entry, but I
think we better go back and look at part numbers issued before
that document was released.
Interviewer:

Excellent idea, that sounds like effective remedial action; let’s
record that on the Corrective Action plan. Thanks for your time!

Purchasing Agent: : Sure, any time!
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The 5 Why’s
• It may be necessary to speak to people in more than
one functional area in order to answer the 5 Why’s;
the questions may lead outside the organization to
suppliers and/or customers.
• Often, multiple path options will appear. Follow one at
a time.
• While face-to-face communication is usually best,
when working across shifts and time zones, email can
be an effective way to ask the 5 Why’s.

Root Cause Analysis
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The 5 Why’s
• Be considerate when using this technique.
─ People may get impatient if the “Why’s?” sound like the

questioning of a three-year-old child.
─ Or worse, get defensive if the questions feel like lecturing or

shaming.

• Ask why, but make it part of a complete, open-ended
sentence that leads people into further discussion on
the subject, rather than putting them on the
defensive.
• For example, “I heard you say these new tools keep
breaking. Why do you think that is happening?”
Root Cause Analysis
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Cause & Effect Diagram
• The Cause and Effect diagram was developed in
1943 by Kaoru Ishikawa. It is also referred to as a
“fish bone” diagram.
• This tool uses structured brainstorming to focus a
team on root causes of problems, not symptoms.
• It uses a visual technique to create a process view of
the situation that considers all possible categories of
variation.

Root Cause Analysis

Even if all participants have brainstormed before, it’s a good idea to go over the process and ground rules
before beginning.
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Cause & Effect Diagram
Mother Nature/
Working
Environment

Materials/
Information

Methods

Effect

Measurement/
Reports

Machines/
Computer System

Members

Root Cause Analysis

Method
1. Use systemic problem symptom as “effect”
2. Define major cause categories; options are shown for both “Manufacturing” and
“Business” processes.
3. Brainstorm all possible causes under major categories
4. Prioritize importance of each cause for further investigation.
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Cause & Effect Diagram
• It is important to note that Cause and Effect
diagramming is a team process. Getting ideas from a
variety of people involved in the process will be more
effective than if one person tried to think of all the
possibilities.
 This tool uses brainstorming, so remember to use the ground

rules discussed previously.
 A good technique is to draw the “fish bones” with headings on

a piece of chart paper, have people write ideas on sticky
notes (one idea per note), and place the notes under the
appropriate heading.

Root Cause Analysis
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Cause & Effect Diagram — Questions
The Method category groups root causes related to how the work is done,
the way the process is actually conducted:
Examples of questions to ask:
• Is the process adequately planned/designed?
• Are procedures correct, adequate, followed?
• Are checks in place?
• What might be an unusual situation?

Method

Effect

The Materials category groups root causes related to parts, supplies,
forms or information needed to execute a process:
Examples of questions to ask:
• Are bills of material current?
• Are parts or supplies obsolete?
• Are there defects in the materials?

Materials

Effect
Root Cause Analysis

The example questions are not meant to be an exhaustive list. Much will depend on the problem
context.
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Cause & Effect Diagram — Questions
The Machine category groups root causes related to tools used in the process:
Examples of questions to ask:
• Have machines been serviced/changed recently?
• Have equipment/tools been properly
maintained?
• Are proper equipment/tools available?
• Is there machine to machine variation?

Machine

Effect

The Environment (a.k.a. Mother Nature) category groups root causes related to
our work environment, market conditions, and regulatory issues.
Examples of questions to ask:
• Are there impacts from physical factors
(temperature, humidity, lighting, particles, etc.)?
• Is the workplace safe and comfortable?
• Are outside regulations a factor?
• Does the company culture aid the process?

Mother Nature

Effect

Root Cause Analysis
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Cause & Effect Diagram — Questions
The Measurement category groups causes related to the measurement and
measuring of a process activity or output:
Examples of questions to ask:
• Is there an appropriate measurement?
• Is there a valid measurement system?
• Is the data accurate &/or precise enough?
• Is data readily available?

Measurement

Effect

The Members category groups root causes related to people, staffing, and
organizations:
Examples of questions to ask:
Members
• Are people trained properly, do they have
the right skills and mental/physical capabilities?
• Is there person to person variation?
Effect
• Are people over–worked, stressed, etc.?
• Are short-cuts/noncompliance tolerated by management?
Root Cause Analysis
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What if People are the Cause?
• When considering variation from “Members,” we have
to dig deeper than a simple root cause of “operator
error.”
➢ A symptomatic “fix” of retraining a single operator

won’t necessarily prevent another person from making
the same error.

➢ Training may not be an effective solution if the process

itself is poorly designed, not documented, ineffective,
etc.

Root Cause Analysis
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Considering Human Factors
• Studying human factors will be helpful in situations
where the initial cause appears to be a person’s
behavior.
• A simple method used by the FAA is to categorize
human factor errors into two types:
➢ A Slip is when a person plans to do one thing, but

inadvertently does something else due to forgetfulness,
confusion, time pressure, fatigue, etc.
➢ A Mistake happens when a person takes an action on

purpose that is misguided or wrong, possibly due to an
incorrect assumption, lack of understanding,
misinterpretation, etc.

Root Cause Analysis

FAA = Federal Aviation Administration
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12 Common Causes of Human Factors Errors
Half of these common causes are due to a lack of something:
1. Lack of
Communication

Failure to transmit, receive, or provide sufficient feedback in
order to complete a task.

2. Lack of knowledge

Failure to have training, information, &/or ability to conduct a
task.

3. Lack of teamwork

Failure to work together to complete a shared goal.

4. Lack of Resources

Not having enough people, equipment, information,
documentation, time, parts, materials, supplies, etc., to
complete a task.

5. Lack of
Assertiveness

Failure to speak up or otherwise document concerns about
instructions/orders or actions of others.

6. Lack of awareness

Failure to recognize a situation, understand what it is, and
predict the possible results.

Based on the FAA’s “Dirty Dozen” https://www.faasafety.gov/files/gslac/library/documents/2012/Nov/71574/DirtyDozenWeb3.pdf

Root Cause Analysis

Based on the FAA’s “Dirty Dozen”
https://www.faasafety.gov/files/gslac/library/documents/2012/Nov/71574/DirtyDozenWeb3.pdf
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12 Common Causes of Human Factors Errors
The other half are due to the presence of something; often too much of it:
7. Complacency Overconfidence from repeated experience on a specific activity.

8. Distractions

Anything that draws attention away from the task at hand; can be
events or surrounding conditions.

9. Fatigue

Physical or mental exhaustion that threatens work performance.

10. Pressure

External or internal forces demanding high-level job performance;
can be real or perceived.

11. Stress

Physical, emotional or chemical factor that causes physical or
mental tension.

12. Norms

Expected, yet unwritten, rules of behavior.

Root Cause Analysis
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Cause & Effect Diagram
• Only after brainstorming is completed, are the ideas
evaluated.
• The goal is to identify a few top causes for further
investigation.
• The 5 Why’s tool is a great way to drill deeper into
root causes and expand the C & E diagram.

• Additional data collection (Check Sheets, Pareto
charts, Run charts, DOE, etc. ) may be needed to
validate root causes.

Root Cause Analysis

DOE = Design of Experiments
Look for categories that do not have many ideas, a second round of brainstorming may be needed
to be sure all possibilities are covered.
Eliminate causes that do not apply (consider using a “Parking Lot” for good ideas that may relate
to another problem or project).
A team may go through several rounds of brainstorming and evaluation before they feel the C & E
diagram is complete.
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Cause & Effect Diagram with Sub-Causes

Main Category
Cause

Effect

Sub-Cause

Root Cause Analysis

It may be helpful to show sub-causes for an identified cause.
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Cause & Effect Diagram — Example
Poor solder connection to PCB
Solder
Connection
Geometry

Fractured
Joints

Solder Ball
Position
Missing

Size

Z Axis Cap

Volume

Hsg. Warp Ball Size Variation

Pad Size
Poor
Matl.
Selection
CTE

X-Y Pos.
Plastic Inclusions

Copper/Mask
Shape

Hsg.
Contact Tip Position

Ball

Materials

Poor Solder
Connection
to PCB
Voids

Gripper Datum on Hsg., XYZ
Contamination

Oxidation

Customer
Packaging

Housing Flash
Tip Geometry

Overheating

Incomplete Reflow

Orientation
Temp/Time
Warp
Board/Connector

Mislocated on
PCB

Low Strength
Solder Joint

Plastic Inclusions

Intermetallics
Gold Embrittlement

Retention Gap
Too Small

Hsg. Lead-In
Geometry

Contact
Insertion

Poor Solder Ball
Integrity

Root Cause Analysis

The major cause categories can be customized to a particular application, as shown above.
Some organizations publish Cause and Effect diagrams for use in troubleshooting product and/or
processes issues. The example shown above could serve this purpose.
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Pareto Charts
• The Pareto principle is named after an Italian economist of
the late 19th century, named Vilfredo Pareto (1848–1923),
who developed a theory of unequal distribution and
proposed the “80/20 Rule.” An example of this rule is that
80% of the wealth is held by 20% of the people.
• Joseph Juran applied this principle in the late 1940s to
quality problems. He had noticed that the majority (80%)
of problems (defects, errors, complaints, etc.) was the
direct result of only a few (20%) of the causes.
 Juran developed a charting technique for separating these

“vital few from the other many” causes and called it Pareto
analysis.

Root Cause Analysis
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Pareto Charts
• We use Pareto analysis when we need to identify
defect sources and decide which problems to tackle
first.
 If we’re trying to improve a process, we want to concentrate

on the areas where we can have the most impact.
 Our efforts will be most effective if we can eliminate 80% of

the problems by removing just one or two causes.

Root Cause Analysis

Pareto analysis can be applied at different levels of diagnosis, such as finding the vital few
defects, or the vital few symptoms, or the vital few causes for one symptom.
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Reasons for Customer Complaints
XYZ Manufacturing — Customer Complaints

Frequency

100%
91%
77%
20
15

43%

43%
34%

10

Cumulative
Percent

5

14%
9%

0
Invoice
Wrong

Order Wrong

Defective
Product

Order Late

Root Cause Analysis

Method:
1. Collect data by category over a specified time period.
2. Rank by category, highest to lowest.
3. Fill in chart title, frequency/cost scale, and category titles.
4. Draw bars in ranked order.
5. Determine cumulative percentages.
6. Add percentages to chart (this cumulative % line is often left off).
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Interpreting Pareto Charts
• Once the Pareto chart is plotted, we can see the
biggest problems, most frequent defects, etc.
 We may want to look at how often a defect or problem occurs

and at how much the defects cost.
 A small number of very expensive defects may have a higher

priority than a larger number of inexpensive defects.
 In addition to frequency and cost, defects/problems could be

tracked in terms of how much downtime they caused, or what
their yield loss percentage was.

Root Cause Analysis
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Pareto Chart
Flights R Us — Customer Complaints

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

40

Delayed

Luggage

Cancelled

Flight Delayed

Food

Connections

Magazine
Selection

Missing Luggage

20

30
20

10

10
Bad
0 Mechanical
problem
weather

Airport
congestion

No crew

0

Wrong
routing

Missed
Lost tags Confiscated
connection

Root Cause Analysis

Pareto charts can be used to summarize data collected on a check sheet.
It can also be helpful to take the highest categories in a Pareto chart and break them down into
further categories to gain more information on a problem.
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Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Cause

Cause

Effect

Cause

Effect

Consequence

Consequence

• Meant as a prevention tool, to be performed during product/process design
planning and review.
• Goal is to eliminate or reduce the risk of potential product and/or process
failures.
•

It can also be used post-mortem on actual failures for root cause analysis.

Root Cause Analysis

FMEA method when used proactively (i.e., for preventive action):
• Identify potential failure modes of the proposed future state process
• Identify the ultimate effects of each failure mode
• Assign severity ratings to failure modes based on severities of effects
• Identify root causes of each failure mode
• Assign occurrence and detection ratings to root causes
• Prioritize failure modes for corrective action by “risk priority number” (aka RPN, uses a
combined evaluation of severity of effects, likelihood of occurrence and ability to detect a
failure mode)

Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) is another tool that may get used in conjunction with FMEA or on its
own.
NASA performed a post-mortem FMEA when the Mars Orbiter was lost.
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Iterating to a Root Cause
Brainstormed
possibilities can
provide the basis
for data collection

Data analysis can
provide the basis
for penetrating
questions

Verified Root Cause
Root Cause Analysis

Several cycles of structured brainstorming, interviewing, and/or mapping followed by focused
data collection and analysis may need to occur before a root cause can be determined and verified.
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Analyzing Root Observations
• May have many observations from multiple sources
• Identify redundant or closely related observations, verify
with interviewees, combine if appropriate

• Identify cause-effect relations among the observations,
verify with interviewees, connect if appropriate

• Group together causes that seem to have common
solutions

• Useful tool: affinity analysis
Root Cause Analysis
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Affinity Analysis
Affinity Analysis is helpful whenever:
 the current situation appears chaotic
 an overabundance of information or ideas is available
 there is a need to focus on key items

Root Cause Analysis
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Affinity Analysis
Affinity Analysis steps are to:
1. Assemble a team.
A group of about five works best, but it’s also doable with large
groups.

2. Frame the question and make sure everyone understands it.
3. In silence, brainstorm ideas by having each person write on sticky
notes (one idea per note).
4. Randomly lay out all the ideas in one location (on a table or wall).

5. Team members arrange the cards in relational groups (still in
silence).
6. Using discussion, generate headings for the idea groups. Write them
above the groups and draw a border around them for easy
identification.
7. Discuss the results.
Root Cause Analysis
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Affinity Analysis
Again, it is helpful to review the process and ground rules
before beginning:
 Write largely and neatly.

 Include noun/adjective or noun/verb combinations on the

cards.
 Operate in silence when brainstorming and arranging the

ideas.
 Any person can move another’s ideas.
 No criticism allowed.

Root Cause Analysis
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Affinity Analysis Example
Root cause observations for “mistakes and delays”
Requirements not clearly identified

Inadequate training

Inadequate tools

Poor planning

Equipment not available when needed

Material not ordered

Poor work area layout

Material not available

Instructions confusing

Insufficient supplies

Wrong type of material

Material delivered late

Missing supplies

Instructions out of sequence
Wrong quantity of material

Last minute preparation

Poor quality material

Revision is out of date

Work incomplete

Unrealistic scheduling

Equipment outdated, cannot meet new requirements

Wrong size of material

Tools not available when needed
Root Cause Analysis
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Affinity Analysis Example
Redundant or closely related, initial affinity groupings
Equipment not available when needed

Tools not available when needed
Inadequate tools

Equipment outdated, cannot meet new requirements

Material not available
Wrong type of material

Insufficient supplies

Wrong size of material

Wrong quantity of material ordered
Instructions out of sequence

Material delivered late

Poor quality material

Instructions confusing

Last minute preparation

Poor planning

Poor work area layout

“Parking lot”

Missing supplies

Work incomplete

Material not ordered
Revision is out of date

Unrealistic scheduling
Inadequate training

Requirements not clearly identified

Root Cause Analysis

In the slide above we did some grouping by common themes. Often items sharing common
themes will share common solutions. We also connected what seemed to be redundant items ⎯
same thing expressed in different words. The verified redundancies are connected by thick lines.
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Affinity Analysis Example
Cause-effect relations, final root causes in bold
Requirements not clearly identified
Equipment not adequate for requirements
Poor work area layout

Poor planning
Material not ordered

Wrong material ordered
Wrong quantity ordered

Equipment not available when needed
Unrealistic scheduling

Sufficient material
not available
when needed

Revision is out of date
Inadequate training

Last minute preparation

Material delivered late
Wrong material delivered
Wrong quantity delivered
Poor quality material

Instructions incorrect
Work incomplete

Root Cause Analysis

Although we start with what is presented as a collection of root causes, there may well be causeeffect relations with the “root causes.” Identifying these will reduce the number of items to
consider. And, seemingly unrelated “parking lot” items may become connected.
The same information may be presented as a traditional fishbone diagram (next slide).
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Cause & Effect Diagram of Same Info
fishbone example.igx

Last minute preparation

Poor work area layout

Poor planning
Revision is out of date Incomplete work

Equipment
Unrealistic scheduling
Not available when needed

Incorrect instructions
Not adequate for requirements
Inadequate training

Requirements not clearly identified
Mistakes
and
delays

Not available in sufficient quantity when needed
Late

Not ordered

Wrong material
Wrong quantity
Poor quality

Delivery

Wrong material
Material
Wrong quantity

Ordering

Root Cause Analysis

Some people may prefer to go straight to a Cause and Effect Diagram, while others may find it
easier to brainstorm first, using Affinity Analysis, and organize the groups into the C & E format
later.
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How Do You Know When to Stop RCA?
• You have the root cause when….
 the problem can be replicated at will.
 the system &/or process reason(s) for the problem have been

identified (both internal and external to the organization).
 A clear root cause statement can be written and agreed upon.

• But don’t stop there!
 Once the root cause is known, additional risk assessment

should be performed:
✓ Consider whether other processes, products, services

etc. could be affected by the cause.
✓ Update risk management plans as necessary.
 If multiple root causes are identified, prioritize actions

according to risk: take action to eliminate causes with a higher
risk of occurrence.
Root Cause Analysis

The rationale for prioritizing risk based on likelihood of occurrence here, is that the severity of the
effects of the problem are what initiated the root cause analysis in the first place. That said,
severity should be part of the conversation when considering additional containment needs.
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Solution Development

Root Cause Analysis
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Step 5
Implement Permanent Fix

Stage 2

Ensure the fire never occurs again
• Implement controls to prevent problem recurrence or
occurrence
• Verify effectiveness of the solution before making
permanent changes
• Develop an Action Plan for implementing the solution

• Make changes to the system (e.g., change
documents)
• Train employees in new methods
• Audit for assurance
Root Cause Analysis

Other questions for implementation evaluation:
Has the solution been implemented and maintained as intended (are control plans, response plans,
etc. being followed) ?
Are there measurements for evaluation (run charts, control charts, checklists, Pareto charts,
surveys, etc.)?
Does the solution remain effective (what do measurement results show)?
Is the solution suitable, e.g., is the process more efficient, does the solution fit the organizational
culture?
Is the solution adaptable — can it be applied to other locations, work areas, products, processes,
etc.?
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Iterating to a Solution

Verified root cause

Generate
possible solutions
Test solutions

Verified Solution
Root Cause Analysis
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Some Solution Sources

Root Cause Analysis
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General Solution Categories
• Technology upgrades (measurement systems, for example)
• Modification and/or standardization of procedures
• Moving control points upstream (decisions on process map)
• Optimization of processes or products (DOE)
• Mistake proofing
• Lean solutions
• “Just do it” solutions that haven’t yet been implemented

Root Cause Analysis

There are many techniques for arriving at a solution; the particular technique will depend on the type
of problem and is only limited by the team’s imagination. Lean solutions can include process and/or
value-stream mapping which could result in “Standard Work” flows, streamlined processes, work
balancing, etc. Lean solutions could also include looking at a process or system through a “Voice of the
Customer” approach, thinking horizontally in terms of the value stream of the customer rather than a
vertical “departmental” focus within an organization. Lean also encompasses solutions like pull
systems, kan bans for inventory, etc.
Design of Experiments (DOE) can be a stand-alone tool and is often used as part of Six Sigma projects.
Brainstorming can include “classic” brainstorming or Affinity Analysis or other creative methods.
Think back to some solutions you’ve seen &/or implemented…what techniques were used?
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Mitigation for Human Factors Errors
• Never assume anything.
1. Lack of
Communication • Improve communication: only 30% of verbal communication is
remembered — usually the first and last part. Say the most important
things at the beginning and repeat at the end.
• Document instructions.

2. Lack of
knowledge

• Don’t guess or assume, ask when you don’t know.
• Use current documentation.
• Access training/sources for knowledge.

3. Lack of
teamwork

• Build a solid team; develop trust in the team.
• Discuss how a task should be done.
• Make sure everyone understands and agrees on tasks/commitments.

4. Lack of
Resources

• Plan for resource needs, including sharing or pooling resources.
• Identify and mitigate resource constraints.

5. Lack of
Assertiveness

• Put safety first.
• Express feelings, opinions, beliefs and needs in a positive, productive
manner (offer positive solutions, resolve one issue at a time).

6. Lack of
awareness

• See the whole picture: see dependencies and relationships between
processes and systems.
• Fully understand the procedure(s) to be used.

Root Cause Analysis
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Mitigation for Human Factors Errors
7. Complacency

• Expect to make/find errors.
• Learn from the mistakes of others.
• Use checklists/documentation.
• Don’t sign/check-off if you didn’t/haven’t yet done it.

8. Distractions

• Get back in the groove after a distraction/interruption.
• Use checklists/documentation.

• Go back 3 steps when restarting a task.

9. Fatigue

• Watch for symptoms of fatigue in yourself and others.
• Use buddy checks.

10. Pressure

• Put safety first.
• Communicate concerns.
• Ask for extra help.

11. Stress

• Use rational problem-solving approaches.
• Take a short break when needed.
• Discuss the problem with someone who can help.

12. Norms

• Put safety first.
• “We’ve always done it that way” doesn’t make it right.
• Identify and eliminate negative norms.

Root Cause Analysis
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Return on Investment
• Most of the tools used to identify both opportunities and
root causes have a common theme: to get the greatest
return (biggest problems, highest impact, root cause,
etc.) for our investment (energy, time, dollars, etc.).
• Consideration of ROI is also important when
developing solutions. Before investing resources,
Management will likely want to know the ratio of
potential benefits to the costs required. You can
generate this data by:
 summarizing “current reality” measures in terms of quality,

time, cost, satisfaction, etc.
 projecting savings in the above dimensions
 comparing “current reality” to results seen from testing the

solution
Root Cause Analysis
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Cost of implementation
Speed of implementation
Speed of benefits accrual
Availability of resources
Existing resistance to
implementation
Risk of undesirable
consequences

Feasibility

Benefit Feasibility Analysis
Worksheet

Easily Doable = 3

Moderately Doable = 2

The ETI Group © 2020

Considerable Impact = 3

Some Impact = 2

How much impact will
each proposed
solution have on the
root cause(s)?

Little Impact = 1

Difficult to Do = 1

Benefit of
Solution
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Feasibility

Benefit Feasibility Priorities

Priority



Moderately Doable = 2







Difficult to Do = 1







Considerable Impact = 3



Some Impact = 2



Little Impact = 1

Easily Doable = 3

Benefit of
Solution

Similar to Impact Changeability Analysis, the Benefit by Feasibility plot helps to visualize
priorities for solution implementation, especially when resources are scarce.
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Proposed Solutions – Exercise
Incorporated into
solution below

Revise documentation to clearly identify requirements
Replace equipment that doesn’t meet requirements
Redesign work area layout in a Lean Kaizen event

Six Sigma or Lean project to improve planning process
Six Sigma or Lean project
to improve material
ordering process

Joint Six Sigma or Lean project
to improve supplier’s order
fulfillment process

Joint Six Sigma project to improve supplier quality
Update all current documents
Implement a document control system

Implement training in the
document control system

Root Cause Analysis

Previous root cause analysis:

Requirements not clearly identified
Equipment not adequate for requirements
Poor work area layout
Poor planning
Material not ordered
Wrong material ordered
Wrong quantity ordered

Equipment not available when needed
Unrealistic scheduling
Sufficient material
not available
when needed

Revision is out of date
Inadequate training
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Last minute preparation
Material delivered late
Wrong material delivered
Wrong quantity delivered
Poor quality material

Instructions incorrect
Work incomplete
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Evaluating CA Effectiveness
• Effectiveness of corrective must be reviewed and records kept.
• Methods of Corrective Verification:
 Lots inspected without defects

 Burn-in data

 Supplier Development data

 Internal audits

 Defect level reduction information

 Early quality indicator reports

 On-line audit data

 Testing data

 Out-of-box audit data

 Length of time without defect

 Quantity of units produced without

defect

Root Cause Analysis
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CA Evaluation Checklist
A tool to check whether a CA is complete and
effective.
CA / PA Response Checklist
CA Number
Being
Evaluated

Q 1:
Immediate?

Q 2:
Remedial?

Q 3:
Interim?

Q 4:
Root Cause?

Q 5:
Permanent?

Root Cause Analysis

An additional blank form of this checklist is provided in the Appendix, along with sample CAPA
forms.
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CA Evaluation Questions
Question 1–Immediate: Was the specific discrepancy/deficiency observed corrected?

• Does the response state what correction was/will be made and when?
• If not, does the response explain how the observed discrepancy/deficiency can be accepted without
adverse effect on quality?

Question 2–Remedial: Was the immediate problem contained? Was the existing “population”
from which the discrepant/ deficient evidence was drawn searched for other instances of the
same or similar discrepancies/deficiencies?
• If not, does the response explain how the decision not to locate and correct all existing
discrepancies/deficiencies of the observed type is justified in terms of lack of effect on quality?
• If the “population” will be purged, does the response explain how and when?

• Does the response describe what measures will be taken to correct possible degradation of quality, in
work already accomplished, due to the discrepancies/deficiencies of the type observed, and give the
schedule for such action?

Question 3–Interim: Does the response describe any interim measures taken while root cause
was determined? (Or is justification given if interim action was deemed unnecessary?)
• There should be interim measures put in place if the corrective action requires some time before it can be
fully implemented.

Question 4–Root Cause: Does the response describe the conditions, circumstances, or
situation(s) that caused the discrepancy or deficiency (i.e. root cause found)?
• If the response suggests that the observed discrepancy/deficiency was an isolated instance, was an
extensive survey of the “population” performed which provides firm evidence that this is the case?
• If the response suggests that the discrepancy/deficiency resulted from one individual's failure to
understand or comply with the requirement, was an investigation performed to establish such a fact
beyond dispute (i.e. part and process instructions/requirements and training validated as correct)?

Question 5–Permanent: Does the response describe the action that will be taken to correct
and prevent discrepancies/ deficiencies like the one(s) observed from recurring?
• Will the described action be of such a nature as to remove the cause(s) identified under Question 4?
• Does the action include making changes to appropriate quality system documents?
• Considerations: The response should not propose to caution individuals to be “more careful” or to
“comply with requirements.” On the other hand, formal training sessions would be acceptable where such
a course of action suited the problem. It is acceptable to revise existing procedures/instructions so that
they better match the controls that are actually being practiced, provided such controls have been
determined to be adequate. It is not acceptable to change procedures/instructions merely to relax
requirements, unless existing procedures/instructions can be clearly shown to exceed requirements.
• Was “out of the box” thinking used? For example, was there consideration of whether the solution could
be applied in other areas (processes, products, services, internal/external, etc.)?
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CA Evaluation Exercise
Problem Statement and CA
Response

Q 1:
Immediate?

Q 2:
Remedial?

Q 3:
Interim?

Q 4:
Root
Cause?

Q 5:
Permanent?

Hand cuts to hourly workers during
hand deburr operations on fuel tanks
in process assembly increased from 26
to 172 in August, 20XX. The goal is
no more than 10 per month.
Response: Workers were not being
careful enough. They were
instructed in the staff meeting on
Sept. 20th to be more aware of
safety during this process.

Fifteen percent of the Manufacturing
clients were required to wait more
than 3 days for a proposal response in
the first quarter of 20XX. Sales reps
need to complete their order entry
faster.
Response: The order entry process
was studied. It was determined that
order entry was taking place as
fast as the current system allowed.
A process team was created to
optimize the entry process. They
revised the data entry process to
streamline and reduce redundant
steps. The wait time is now less
than 1 day for all Manufacturing
clients.

Manufacturing rejected 75% of
subassembly kits back to Material
Control during the first 6 months of
this year (for no legitimate reason
either).
Response: Immediate actions take
place at the time of rejection, with
kits being corrected as needed. An
analysis of reject reasons was
conducted. A cross-functional
process map of the kitting process
was created to mistake-proof the
process and clarify responsibilities
for accuracy checks. The new
process was piloted on 6 kits with
no defects found by Manufacturing.
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Summary

Root Cause Analysis
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Summary
• Root Cause Analysis for Corrective Action is one of
the hardest things to do well, but it also brings the
largest returns.
• When to take formal CA or PA is not black and white
— err on the side of taking action!
• “It’s like solving world hunger” is NOT an excuse to
delay addressing a problem; define the problem,
break into pieces and get started!
• Don’t ignore small problems that keep recurring — use
data trends to take preventive actions.

• Customer complaints require more urgency and
attention: don’t dismiss customer concerns!
Root Cause Analysis

What were some significant learnings for you? Which techniques and tools do you think will be
most helpful in your organization?
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Appendix
• Alternate Problem Selection & Prioritizing Criteria

• Alternate Prioritization Tool
• Alternate Solution Evaluation Matrix
• CAPA Response Checklist Tool (blank form)
• CAPA Form Samples

Root Cause Analysis
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Problem Selection & Prioritizing Criteria–1
History
1.
2.
3.

How often has this problem come up before?
What happened when you tried to solve it?
Is there any CA already underway (formal or informal)?

Clarity
1.
How clear is the statement of the problem?
2.
How concrete is its definition?
Extent
1.
How widespread is it?
2.
How many customers does it affect?
3.
How many employees identify the same problem?
Visibility
1.
How visible is it?
2.
How many customers, besides those affected, know about it or its
consequences?
Complexity
1.
How complex is it?
2.
How many kinds of activities are involved in it?
Strength of Concerns
1.
How strong are the concerns of the customers affected by it?
2.
How strong are the concerns of the employees identifying the problem?
Agreement and Support
1.
2.
3.

How much agreement is there about the definition of the problem?
How much agreement is there about the need for a solution?
How much willingness is there to implement solutions to the problem?

Time Pressure
1.
How urgent is the problem?
2.
How immediate are any negative consequences of postponing solution?
Communication and Symbolic Value
1.
Can solving this problem serve as an example?
2.

Would it have value to customers / employees as a symbol of commitment to
quality?
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Problem Selection & Prioritizing Criteria–2
Frequency of Occurrence – how often does the problem occur?
1. Rarely

2. Sometimes
3. Often
Impact on Processes – how will this problem affect other internal processes
(conformity, safety, lead time, cost)?
1. No impact
2. Some impact, but can be reversed by making repairs
3. Wreaks havoc on other processes, especially downstream ones

Impact on Company – how will this problem affect the company (cost, business
objectives, liability/safety, reputation, image)?
1. No impact
2. Might draw customer complaints or cause minimal money loss
3. Can cause major problems for company; might take a lot of time & money to
restore company image or recover from problem.
Urgency – how urgent is this problem?
1. Not urgent at all
2. Need to minimize problem’s effects but it is not urgent
3. Must act immediately to prevent this problem from recurring
Difficulty – how hard will it be to find a solution to this problem?
1. Should be easy to locate the root cause
2. Will be hard but possible to locate the root cause
3. Will be difficult to locate the root cause
Countermeasure – how hard will it be to put a countermeasure in place to prevent
problem recurrence?
1. Should be easy and cheap to implement a solution
2. May be hard and there will be some cost to implement a solution
3. Will be difficult or costly to implement a solution
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Prioritizing Issues – Alternate Tool
Issue/
Problem
Hand cuts
during
deburr

Proposal
Response
Time

Impact

Urgency

• Reduces crew
efficiency
• Could cause
increased lead
time

• State Occupational
Safety & Health
Admin. has issued a
violation



• 15% of clients had
to wait more than 3
days for a quote
• Business objective
not met



Rejection of
initial Work
Order
packets


• No customer
complaints
• Management wants
goals met



• Rework of packet
required

• Mfg. line running at
80% capacity

• Has increased lead
time and caused
late shipments

• New packets are
delayed by rework
needs



Final
Ranking

Trend



• Increased over
5X in the last
month.

1


• Number of
responses >3
days stable for
past 6 months

3


• Increased from
35% to 75% of
initial WO
packets in the
last 2 months

2



Root Cause Analysis

Compare all issues in a vertical column and rank, relative to each other (from 1 being most
important to 3 being least important).
Review each issue across the row and assign a final priority ranking, relative to all other issues.
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Solution Evaluation Matrix – Alternate Tool
Problem

This is the
problem to
be
corrected.

Root
Causes

Proposed
Solutions

Implementing
Tasks

These
causes are
the result of
investigation and
must be
verified.

These
proposals
are
specifically
aimed at the
root causes
and are
within the
team’s
ability to
implement.

These are
the specific
tasks needed
to
accomplish
the
solutions. A
solution is
the what.
The
implementing task is
the how.

Effectiveness

X Feasibility

= Overall

Action

A rating*
based on
how much
the solution
will reduce
the root
cause. The
higher rating
goes to the
more
effective
solution.

A rating*
based on the
time, cost,
work, buyin, etc.
needed to
implement
the solution.
The higher
rating goes
to the more
feasible
solution, not
to the more
difficult one.

The product
of Effectiveness X
Feasibility.
It should
serve as a
ranking of
the solutions
for action,
with higher
numbers
getting
action.

Indicated by
YES or NO
if action will
be taken.

* Rating Scale: 1=None 2=Some 3=Moderate 4=Good 5=Considerable

Root Cause Analysis

Cost/benefit considerations can be summarized with the solution evaluation matrix.
The matrix shows the relationship between the problem, its root causes, and proposed solutions. It
also helps the teams evaluate which solutions should be implemented by weighing effectiveness
and feasibility.
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CA Response Checklist Tool
CA/PA
Number
Being
Evaluated

Q 1:
Immediate?
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Q 2:
Remedial?

Q 3:
Interim?

Q 4:
Root
Cause?

Q 5:
Permanent?
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Corrective Action Guidelines
Congratulations! You have been selected as our next corrective action owner. The following suggestions can help
you generate the most successful solutions possible.
1. Stay Calm!
As the owner, you are not expected to be a lone ranger, doing all of the investigation and solving all of the problems
unaided. Instead, your objective is to gather together those who are most likely to offer the best contributions
toward:
• Fixing what is defective
• Discovering what has gone wrong
• Developing procedures to prevent it from happening again
Important: Guard against the first reaction to a corrective action request, which is to fire the operator. The
operator might very well be the individual who can contribute the most to solving the real problem. Throwing
blame around is a good way to get people to hate you, not help you.
Important: Operators do make mistakes, just like the rest of us. The point is to discover what can be done to
eliminate the causes of those mistakes (other than random human error).
2. Ask “Why?” when a cause is discovered.
Often something went wrong, which caused something else to go wrong, which finally messed up some parts. You
want to discover all of the bad parts or processes; be aware that some might try to hide out.
Example: Cause = worn vise jaws
This failure is going to be fixed by repairing the vise jaws, but if you don't ask "Why?" the failure can and will happen
again. You should ask such questions as: Why didn't we find out about the worn vise jaws before defective parts
were made? Did the jaws wear out due to natural causes, or were they used improperly?
Important: Corrective action is intended to produce permanent solutions.

3. Be specific.
Avoid listing an ambiguous cause, such as "bad tool," because it could refer to a variety of actual causes. To be
specific, you might ask:
• Was the tool calibrated? If not, why? (Maybe calibration doesn't exist for the tool.)
• Did the operators use the tool they were given? If not, why? (Maybe they knew better, but fear kept them from
speaking out.)
• Was the tool used properly? If not, why? (Maybe the leader was too busy to train the operators.)
• Was the tool maintained? If not, why? (Maybe it was considered too expensive to have it serviced.)
(Note: All of these responses imply the need for management change. This is very common.)
4. What's the point?
• We want to solve all of the causes so the problems cannot happen again.
• Once a cause is discovered, we can ask: Does this cause affect anything else we do? When the answer is
yes, we might be able to fix a problem before bad parts are made.
If you have any questions about this CAR or these guidelines please call
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right away.
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